Planning Well and Giving Generously
Dear Friends and Family of Homeland Center,
For 150 years, Homeland Center has been welcoming the poor, the widowed, the
orphaned, the homeless and now, Central Pennsylvania’s seniors. It’s a proud history of
care, but our greatest tradition is the one that compels us to never turn someone away
because they lack ﬁnancial resources.
Upholding this tradition, however, comes at a cost – about $1 million per year. Wise
business practices, tight budgeting, charitable donations and strong endowments have
allowed us to stay true to Homeland Center’s mission, but we need your assistance.
To help ensure that Homeland Center will always be there for those who need us, we
have created The 1867 Society of Homeland. Formed
to encourage and recognize estate gifts to Homeland
Center, the new Society’s goal is to add no less than
$20 million to its permanent endowment by 2020.
The new Society will unite the hundreds of people
whose philanthropy has ensured the quality of care
for anyone, regardless of ability to pay. By naming
Homeland Center in your estate plans, you will become
a member of The 1867 Society of Homeland. This
brochure outlines the many ways that you can do so. Left to right: Benjamin Olewine III, Lou Hepschmidt and Barry S. Ramper II
We invite you to review it, and contact us about which giving vehicle can do the most for
you, your family and Homeland Center. Whether you seek regular income for life through
a charitable gift annuity, or simply wish to add Homeland Center as a beneﬁciary in your
will, you will become a member of a vital group of donors who are both planning well and
giving generously.
We thank you for your thoughtful consideration of the positive impact your generosity
will have on the lives of seniors, their families and the greater Harrisburg community for
generations to come.
Sincerely,

Barry S. Ramper II, N.H.A.
President/CEO

Lou Hepschmidt
Manager, Resident and Donor

Benjamin Olewine III
Trustee and Donor

Ways to Give
There are almost as many ways to give to
Homeland and become a member of The 1867
Society of Homeland as there are needs to be met
and people to be served. If you have a desire to give,
then there is a WAY to give! Explore the following
pages to discover new ways to make a gift that
also take into consideration you or your family’s
personal circumstances and needs of your heirs.

There are gifts that pay you income:
• Charitable Gift Annuities
• Charitable Remainder Trusts

There are gifts that beneﬁt
Homeland after your lifetime:
• Bequests
• Beneﬁciary Designations
(IRAs, Life Insurance Policies
and Insurance Annuities)
• Endowed Gifts

There are gifts that you make today:
• Charitable IRA Rollover Gifts
• Charitable Lead Trusts
• Memorial and Honorary Gifts
• Gifts of Real Estate
• Gifts of Life Insurance

The

Introduction to

1867
Society
of
Homeland
It was compassion for widows and children of the Civil War that
motivated the women from nine Harrisburg churches to ﬁnd a home
for the abandoned. Astutely aware that their endeavor would require
the help of men who were community leaders, the women succeeded
in the chartering of a “Home for the Friendless” in 1867.
Homeland Center has served thousands and thousands since opening
its doors those 150 years ago, and today 145 residents call it home.
From the beginning, Homeland Center has relied on the generosity
of others for the expansion of its services and the quality of its care.
It’s a legacy of giving that has sustained this institution for nearly a
century and a half, making it today’s premier senior healthcare facility
in Central Pennsylvania.
While estate gifts have provided the largest investment into
Homeland’s mission over the years, people from all walks of life have
helped sustain us with their major gifts, their wills, and other planned
giving efforts. Our history is rich with philanthropic gestures from
people with similar passions:
• James and Elizabeth Dull gave $100,000 in the late 1800s,
setting the example for their son Casper, whose trust of $1.4
million still produces interest income to support Homeland’s
operations annually;
• One trust provided the opportunity to expand the Personal Care
area and open admissions to men;
• Other bequests of much smaller amounts have been added to
existing endowment funds for benevolent care;
• Some have funded beautiful courtyards;
• Others have funded amenities that add to the quality of life of
Homeland’s 145 residents.

Should you become a member of
The 1867 Society of Homeland,
your legacy will live on as these
others have, as you will be
enabling future residents to
receive the same superb quality
of care that has always been
Homeland’s hallmark.
The 1867 Society of Homeland was
created in 2011 as an avenue to honor
and recognize the men, women and
families who express their generosity
to Homeland Center in the form of
estate gifts. As an acknowledgment of each
member’s support, all Society member names
will be added to a permanent donor wall
at Homeland Center, and be recognized
annually (with permission) at a special event
and in Homeland newsletters.
Please consider becoming a member of the
Society! We are working to fulﬁll a goal of
$20 million in gifts and pledges by 2020.
This ﬁgure would ensure that a minimum
of $1 million annually would be available
indeﬁnitely to Homeland seniors and others
in the community who need our services, but
simply cannot afford the cost.
It’s what Homeland has been doing in one
way or another since 1867. With your support,
we will secure this wonderful tradition of care
for many, many more generations!

“Homeland has always had a special
place in the giving by the Olewine
Family. Gloria Olewine and Marian
Olewine spent their last years there
and received loving care and special
attention to all their needs.
Homeland is included in my will
and in our plan for future giving in
appreciation for
all the years we
have been part
of the Homeland
Family since
1910.”
Benjamin Olewine III
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Charitable Gift Annuities
A Charitable Gift Annuity is a simple contract between you and Homeland
Center whereby Homeland Center provides you (and/or another beneﬁciary)
ﬁxed payments for life in exchange for an irrevocable gift of $10,000 or more.

Possible Beneﬁts of a Charitable Gift Annuity
• You may receive a federal income tax deduction for part of the gift.
• You may achieve reduced capital gains tax liability on gifts
of long-term appreciated assets.
• A portion of your annual annuity will be tax-free in most cases.*

How to Create a Charitable Gift Annuity
Fund an annuity using cash or marketable securities. Please contact
Homeland Center to review current rates and your options for
administration of your annuity.
Below are sample gift annuity rates approved by the American Council on Gift
Annuities as of January 1, 2013. Rates are subject to change, so for a full
current list of rates please contact Homeland.
Single Life Annuity Rates

Two Lives Annuity Rates

Age
72
78
84
90 & over

Age
72+72
78+78
84+84
91+93+

Rate
5.4%
6.4%
7.6%
9.0%

Rate
4.7%
5.4%
6.5%
8.8%

Charitable Remainder Trusts
With a charitable remainder trust, you alone, or you and your
spouse, may receive income for life or, if you choose, a certain term
of years (not to exceed 20), from assets you donate to the trust.

Possible Beneﬁts of a Charitable Remainder Trust*
• You may receive a charitable income tax deduction at the time
of the trust creation.
• You have the potential for increased annual income from a
charitable remainder unitrust.
• You can avoid up-front capital gains tax on appreciated assets.
• You may receive professional management of trust assets.
• You might be able to convert assets generating little income into
higher-yielding assets in a trust.

*As always, we strongly encourage you to consult your own ﬁnancial advisor to see which gift vehicle is right for your situation.

Doris Boswell, member of the Board of
Managers, toasts the Olewine Family
with ice cream soda, burger and fries
from the diner.

“It is both encouraging and comforting
to know that my gifts to Homeland’s
Endowment Fund will assure that
future residents are cared for in the
loving, very personal and ﬁnest way
possible. Because Homeland is my
home today, I witness daily that attention
to our needs and quality of life.
When my husband and I ﬁrst began
making charitable gifts, we did so
anonymously. And then, I realized
that friends and others might be more
inclined to donate if they knew how
wonderful Homeland is and how
important
Homeland is to
me and all of
our residents.”
Lou Hepschmidt
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Bequests
We hope you’ll consider including a gift to Homeland Center in your will
or living trust. Called a charitable bequest, this type of gift may be a speciﬁc
dollar amount, a percentage of your estate, or Homeland can be named
a contingent beneﬁciary. There is no maximum or minimum gift amount
to establish a bequest, and making a gift by bequest can reduce estate and
inheritance taxes for some.*

Bequests
Sample bequest language
1. Bequest of cash
“I bequeath the sum of $50,000 to Homeland Center, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.”
2. Bequest of percentage of the estate
“I devise and bequeath 20% of the remainder and residue of property owned at my death,
whether real or personal, and wherever located to Homeland Center, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.”
3. Contingent Bequest
“If my sister Nancy Smith survives me, I devise and bequeath 20% of the remainder and
residue of property owned at my death, whether real or personal, and wherever located to
Nancy Smith. If Nancy Smith does not survive me, then I devise and bequeath 20% of
the remainder and residue of property owned at my death, whether real or personal, and
wherever located to Homeland Center, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.”
*As always, we urge you to consult your ﬁnancial advisor to determine the tax consequences of any gift.

Beneﬁciary Designations
It is simple to name individuals and charities that will receive assets once you
are gone. Most assets can pass to your intended beneﬁciaries by the terms of
your will. Other assets, such as retirement plans, life insurance and insurance
annuities are not controlled by the terms of your will. These assets instead
require separate beneﬁciary forms.

Beneﬁciary Designations
Beneﬁciaries can include those who most often come to mind – spouses, children and other
relatives. Or they can include friends, trusts, charities and institutions. Payments made via
beneﬁciary designations pass outside of a will and are normally distributed shortly after death.
That means your assets will not have to go through probate, a legal proceeding that can be
expensive. But it also means that you need to ensure that your beneﬁciary designations reﬂect
your most recent wishes because your will cannot override them.

Sculpted by Deborah Kunkel Facini,
“Carolyn’s Joy” is a special feature in
the Carolyn L. Kunkel Courtyard.

“It was such a privilege to participate
in the Chet Henry Memorial Pavilion
project! I simply couldn’t resist the
opportunity to provide a permanent,
sheltered relaxation area for the residents
as a way to honor Chet and to thank
the administration, staff, caregivers
and volunteers. No one could be more
appreciative than I for the care and
consideration Chet received while he
was a member of the Homeland family.
It gives me great comfort to know the
pavilion will remain a tangible tribute at
– and for – Homeland, surely the crown
jewel of Central
Pennsylvania’s
skilled care
facilities.”
Sandra S. Henry
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Endowed Gifts
When you make an endowed gift, only a small percentage of your gift will
be spent, allowing the remaining amount to be invested for growth. Each
year, income from the endowment will be used to support the mission
at Homeland and the corpus will continue to grow. You may give cash,
securities, real estate, or other assets that can be sold to create your endowed
fund. Or, you can contribute to Homeland’s already established endowment.
Please consult the Development Ofﬁce at Homeland to make the decision
that is best for you and Homeland.

Why are endowed gifts so important to Homeland?
Each year Homeland provides the equivalent of $1 million worth of care
to residents whose ﬁnancial resources have been exhausted. Taking care
of Harrisburg’s seniors, regardless of their ability to pay, is a long-standing
tradition. Each year we rely on generous charitable support to help meet the
need. Creating a larger endowment ensures that our programs and funding
for seniors do not suffer when our donors are no longer here to support
Homeland. Please take the time now to consider an endowed gift…an
enduring statement of your support for Homeland.

Example of the Impact of Endowment Giving:
Bertha gives $1,000 every year to support the residents and programs at
Homeland Center. Homeland Center is authorized by its board to spend
5%* of its endowment each year to serve its residents and the community.
This means that Homeland dedicates that amount to mission; any other
earnings over that are reinvested in the fund for future growth. To calculate
the amount needed to perpetuate Bertha’s gift you simply divide her annual
gift amount ($1,000) by the spending policy (5% is used in this hypothetical
example) and you get $20,000. If Bertha contributes $20,000 to the
endowment today, her $1,000 annual gift will go on indeﬁnitely!

Endowing Your Gift:
If your annual gift is: Perpetuate it by giving:
$100.....................................$2,000
$500.....................................$10,000
$1,000..................................$20,000
$5,000..................................$100,000
$10,000................................$200,000

*For illustration purposes only. Please consult the Development Ofﬁce for current information on endowment spending policies.

Barry Ramper II, President and CEO,
welcomes guests at the summer dedication
of the Chet Henry Memorial Pavilion.

“Following the completion of Homeland’s
Skilled Care facility, my wife Gladys
and I contributed to the Homeland
Endowment Fund every year. Later,
Mrs. Ritter became ill with a bone cancer
and passed away under the excellent
care of the doctors, nurses and attendees
of Homeland Center. Upon her demise,
my daughter Candace and I agreed to
have the South Courtyard renovated
in memory of Gladys and named it the
Gladys Shearer Ritter Courtyard. I will
remain dedicated
to contributing
to the Homeland
Endowment Fund
as long as
I am able.”
Elmer Lee Ritter Jr.
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Charitable IRA Rollover Gifts
The American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 (ATRA) included a provision
that allows individuals age 70½ and older to make direct gifts totaling up to
$100,000 per year from traditional IRAs to qualiﬁed charities. Homeland
Center, because of our 501(c)(3) non-proﬁt status, is a qualiﬁed charity and
eligible to receive IRA rollover gifts.
The basic details and restrictions to take advantage of this opportunity to
support Homeland Center are as follows:
• You must be 70½ or older when you make your gift, and the gift must be
made from an IRA – no other retirement plans (such as 401k, 403b or SEP
accounts) qualify.
• Your gift must come to us outright – it cannot be used to establish a lifeincome arrangement or support a donor-advised fund.
• Although the distribution will be free from income tax, it will not generate an
income tax charitable deduction.
• There are other details which we’ll be happy to guide you through.
As with any type of planned gift, we recommend that you speak with your ﬁnancial advisor before acting so
that you may review this potential gift in light of your overall ﬁnancial circumstances.

Charitable Lead Trusts
You may make a gift today that provides annual income (ﬁxed or variable –
your choice) to Homeland for a number of years, which you choose.
When that term is up, the remaining assets in the Lead Trust are distributed to
your family or other beneﬁciaries you select. This means that you don’t have to
give up assets to Homeland that you would prefer someday to go to your heirs,
and you can help Homeland over a stated period of time that you choose!

Memorial and Honorary Gifts
If you have a family member or friend whose life has been touched by
Homeland Center, we hope you will consider making a gift to the endowment
in honor of that person.

Candace Ritter and her father, Lee,
pause to admire the unique plaque
honoring her mother in the Gladys
Shearer Ritter Courtyard.

Providing such an enduring and thoughtful gift allows you to:
• Honor and/or remember a loved one or yourself.
• Support the ongoing efforts of Homeland through an enhanced endowment.
• Receive personal ﬁnancial beneﬁts and philanthropic
recognition; see the impact of your gifts during your lifetime. Memorial and Honorary Gifts

A gift today – An outright gift today in honor or memory of
a family member or friend can help fund immediate program
needs (through endowment).

A gift through your will – You can include a bequest in your

Pay tribute to a loved one, friend or business
partner with a memorial or honorary gift to
Homeland Center’s endowment. Any of the
“Ways to Give” described in this brochure
may be made “in honor of” or “in memory
of” anyone of your choosing.

will, stating a speciﬁc asset, certain dollar amount or a percentage
of your estate will pass to the Homeland endowment (or other program or
objective of your choice) at your death in honor of your loved one or friend.

“Giving to Homeland is very important
to me, not only for the current residents,
but those in the future. I can think of
no other place I
would want my
loved ones to be…
it is a place where
the residents truly
become ‘family’.”
Kelly Lick
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Gifts of Real Estate
For some donors, making a gift of their home or vacation home is a preferred
option. Donors of real estate avoid the hassle of selling property and do
not have to worry about getting a fair price…all while realizing valuable
income and estate tax deductions.* You may donate your property outright to
Homeland, place it in trust or give it through your will. You obtain an income
tax deduction equal to the property’s full market value which reduces the
cost of making your gift. You eliminate capital gains tax on any appreciation
and the transfer is not subject to a gift tax.
*Please consult your ﬁnancial/tax advisor about the tax advantages that you might enjoy with a gift of real estate to Homeland.

Gifts of Life Insurance
Many people own life insurance policies that protected them well in earlier
days – to educate children who are now grown or to provide ﬁnancial
security for a spouse or family that is now ﬁnancially secure. You may donate
such policies with current cash value to help Homeland today! One option
is to simply name Homeland as a primary beneﬁciary (though this does not
qualify you for a current tax deduction), or you can name Homeland as
beneﬁciary and also assign ownership of the policy as a current charitable
gift (which offers current tax beneﬁts). Giving life insurance is an easy and
wonderful way to support Homeland’s future.
If you don’t own an existing policy, but appreciate how valuable giving life
insurance can be, you can purchase a new insurance policy (either for your
life or you and your spouse) and name Homeland as the beneﬁciary and
owner of the policy. You would then simply make tax deductible gifts to
Homeland each year to cover the cost of the annual premium.
Please contact your ﬁnancial/insurance advisor about the many smart ways
that life insurance can be used to protect your family, provide for your heirs
and make gifts to Homeland.

Before his death, the late Robert D. Hanson
donated this beautiful fountain in memory
of his beloved wife, Barbara. It is a favorite
attraction in the Catherine Meikel
Courtyard at the Fifth Street entrance.

How You Can Help
You can be a part of an organization that only exists because, for almost 150
years, generous people like you have been thoughtful enough to make enduring
gifts for the future of Homeland. By making an estate gift of any kind – many
options are mentioned in this brochure – you become part of the generous
Homeland history that puts quality, affordable and accessible care at the heart
of its mission.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you would like more information or if
you would like someone from Homeland to visit with you and your ﬁnancial
advisors to structure a gift that beneﬁts you, your family and Homeland in the
best way possible. There will be no pressure; just sincere appreciation for your
consideration of a gift that might help generations of seniors for years to come.

For more information, please contact:
Barry Ramper II, N.H.A., President/CEO (717) 221-7902
Betty Hungerford, Director of Development (717) 221-7727
bhungerford@homelandcenter.org
Homeland Center
1901 North Fifth Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102-1598

Thank you!

The

1867
Society
of
Homeland
Frequently Asked Questions
Why is Homeland launching The 1867 Society of Homeland and
what will Society member support do for Homeland and its residents?
Since its founding, Homeland has attracted wonderful support from dozens of people through
their estates. These past “planned gifts” have greatly enabled Homeland to provide financial
support for those who have financial need and to help build or renovate facilities to better serve
our community. The 1867 Society of Homeland is a way for Homeland to honor those generous
people who have already made gifts and/or estate provisions, and to encourage more people to
provide this vital type of support in the future.

What is an endowment fund?
Endowments are funds set aside for the long-term benefit of a not-for-profit community.
Generally, the income generated by an endowment will be used to support the mission work of
the non-profit while the principal will be invested in perpetuity. Most endowments continue to
grow even as they provide year-to-year support for people and programs.

Why is a significantly larger endowment needed at Homeland?
Quite simply, the larger the endowment the more people we can serve each year. The need is
great. It is anticipated that over the next 20+ years, Homeland Center will need to provide
around $1 million per year in charitable support for people who have run out of money or
experienced some other challenge in their lives which makes it impossible for them to pay for
Homeland’s services. Our endowment income is designed to help cover those future costs and
support other public programs to aid those in need. A $20 million endowment will produce
around $1 million in income in perpetuity and will grow over time to meet increased demands.

Does a larger endowment mean that annual giving
will become less important at Homeland in future years?
No. Annual giving – and campaigns for special projects and buildings – will always be vital to
Homeland. We will do our best to make sure you are fully aware of all fundraising projects that
are occurring so that you can make the best choice(s) regarding giving to Homeland.

May I specify what programs or areas my
endowment fund gift (or planned gift) will support?
While we are determined to meet our endowment goal of $20 million as soon as possible, we are
happy to have you support the projects, programs or endowments that most closely match your
interests. If you have specific instructions or requests regarding your gift, we will discuss them
with you and will be sure to put them in writing to ensure that future generations are aware of
and honor your gift intent.

How can I become a member of The 1867 Society of Homeland?
A pledge form is available from the Development Office at Homeland. You may complete the
form, providing details about your planned gift, and sign and return it to the Development Office.
(continued on back)

The

1867
Society
of
Homeland
Frequently Asked Questions
How will endowment donors and planned giving donors be recognized at Homeland?
Homeland greatly values its donors and does its best to thank and recognize all our donors in
appropriate ways. Homeland expresses its gratitude for gifts by including the names of all annual,
capital and endowment donors in written materials (with donor permission, of course) and on
donor plaques. We also offer naming opportunities when appropriate and desired, and publicly
thank our donors through an array of special events and gatherings that are held each year where
philanthropy, donors and charitable achievements are celebrated.

I’m not sure of the best way for me to participate in this fundraising effort. Is there
someone I can meet with to explore my options in an informative, no-pressure way?
Yes. Homeland is fortunate to have several volunteers and other friends who have expressed a
willingness to share their professional, financial expertise to those who desire it. Please contact our
Development Office for more information at (717) 221-7727 or email bhungerford@homelandcenter.org.

Will my contribution to Homeland be tax deductible?
Yes. Homeland Center is a 501(c)(3) organization, so contributions are deductible to the fullest
extent of the law. We would be happy to discuss with you and your professional advisor various
options for tax-effective giving.

May payments on current pledges to the endowment
be made over a period of years instead of all at once?
If you are making a gift of cash, securities or other current assets to the endowment fund, you
may do so all at once or over a period of years (usually up to 3 or 5 years).

Isn’t planned/estate giving only for those with large estates?
No. Planned giving is for all of us. Your gift provision – large or small – will be used well to serve
others and gratefully received here at Homeland!

The

1867
Society
of
Homeland
Eligibility in The 1867 Society of Homeland
We cordially invite you to join the many members who have already provided
vital support for Homeland, or who have provided for future support through a
planned gift or bequest. You may become a member by:
1. Making any form of planned gift (see our Society brochure for the
many options)
2. Including Homeland in your estate plan (will or trust)
3. Making a named or current endowment gift of at least $5,000 to Homeland
(pledges for current naming and endowment gifts may be paid over a period
of up to five years, if desired)

Following are some current gift minimums for 1867
Society of Homeland membership for various forms of giving:

Bequests...................................................................$5,000
Gift Annuities.........................................................$10,000
Charitable Remainder Trusts..................................$100,000
Life Insurance..........................................................$10,000
Outright Gifts to Endowment Fund.............................$5,000*
*Including Memorial and Honorary Funds. May be paid over 5 years.

The

1867
Society
of
Homeland
Donor Recognition and Named Gift Opportunities
The 1867 Society of Homeland and ongoing endowment fundraising efforts will include
many “named gift” and special recognition opportunities for donors. A list of up-to-date gift
minimums for named gift opportunities at Homeland is available from the Development
Office. These opportunities provide a way for donors to underscore their commitment
publicly to the future of Homeland, and if desired, to honor or memorialize a family
member or friend. Named gift opportunities are available for selection at the time a donor
signs a pledge card.

All donors who qualify as members of The 1867 Society
of Homeland will be recognized regardless of gift amount.*
All donors, regardless of gift amount, will be recognized in a comprehensive alphabeticalorder “Honor Roll of Donors” that will be produced each year. In addition, special gifts and
sponsorships funded by donors will be recognized in regular Homeland communications.
All fundraising volunteers and donors will be invited to endowment campaign and projectrelated celebrations and events that occur from time-to-time throughout the year.

A special “thank you” to our 1867 Society of Homeland donors.
Homeland will thank its leadership donors with permanent recognition of their generosity.
Permanent space “naming” status will be offered to donors whose current gifts meet the
gift minimums for different building, renovation and other physical projects at Homeland.
The administration, volunteer leaders and staff maintain ongoing and attractive ways to
honor all donors who have made qualifying gifts and/or commitments. The list of available
naming opportunities change, so contact the Development Office for an updated list and
gift minimums.

To receive an updated listing of named gift opportunities at Homeland, please
call the Development Office at (717) 221-7727 or email us at
bhungerford@homelandcenter.org.

*All recognition of contributions will be with each donor’s permission. All donors will be given the opportunity to remain anonymous.

